Fuller Pale Considers Last Issue Above Par

BY FULLER PALE

Voo Doos latest offering, "The Book of the Dead," was published Fri-
day and was on the whole a little above par. The contents, in several
respects, notably the cover design and the page size, "The Book," it was
much superior to former efforts in the line. The idea of making the cover
that fronted local jokes, which no
matter how stale can not fail to am-
est.

The cover design is unique in that it is the first that the Voo Doos has
had this year that seemed more than a mere color to cover up the first
page. It is done after Killett's "TheI-

The frontispieces have no joke con-

The straightforwardness of the pictures are a triflet crude, but
be an excellent remedy. The Tech
are classed as "dead advertise-
a mystery for they take space and
Doo's idea in running such pictures is
expected with them and can hardly be
black, it has a very striking effect.

Exclusive Models In Built,

Fantasies done as it is in red, white and

Our professors sow, not seed, but
pages, but such as are done in red, white
are a mess of color to cover up the first

A tendency toward running such pictures is what the Voo Doos would like to see
in the future. While the current issue is
more or less a mess of color to cover up the first
page, it is done after Killett's "The
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